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Data Sources:

• State Aid Data form the State Education Department (SED)(NYSED)

• District Submissions to SED of the Form ST-3 (3 years prior)

• NYSED website aid calculations

• School District’s  External Auditor Reports/Recommendations

• Documents of Capital Expenses Consultants of the District

• Buses and Capital Projects Data: 

•Bonds, Bond Anticipation Notes

•Use of Capital Reserves 

•Debt Service Schedules 

•Related State Aid

• Interviews with the Assistant Superintendent

• Examination of Tax Cap Calculations

• Reports of the Comptroller of the State of New York (OSC)

• Projected Teachers Retirement System Rates and Employees 

Retirement System Rates



Assumptions 

Revenues:

Tax Cap* annual increase to Tax Levy

State Aid Stable  with NO increase in Foundation Aid

Stable Transportation Aid

Building Aid follows Debt Service Schedule*

Federal Aid remains Stable

Expenditures:

Follow contractual Obligations

No notable changes in staff patterns

Stable ERS and TRS costs*
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What have we learned from the State Aid runs to inform School District budget practice?
What we know so far about state aid for 2020-21:

• Foundation Aid has been frozen

• There was no attempt to end the shares agreement that altered the equitable distribution of Foundation Aid.

• There was no attempt to increase Foundation Aid to any school district.

• We now know the Foundation Aid “ceiling” for the 2020-21 School Year.

• It appears that expense driven aids are working on current formula.

• There will be continued issues about 2020-21 State Aid . The deficit anticipated by the state for their new fiscal year is estimated by some to 

be $10 to $15 Billion. Implications include:

• State Aid could be further diminished over the course of our 2020-21 school year. 

• “Measurement periods” have been  created for the state.  These “measurement periods” would be used to determine whether the state 

has dispersed more than 101% of estimates or received less than 99% of revenue estimated in any of the periods.  These metrics 

would enable the state to further diminish each District’s state aid amount during 2020-21.

• The Measurement periods are April 1 to April 30, May 1 to June 30, July 1 to December 31 and January 1 to March 31.

• It is unclear whether the state will meet its April, May and June 2020 state payment obligations, however there are currently no indications 

it will not.

What don’t we know?

• We don’t know how long the state’s financial difficulties will last nor can we accurately gauge the ongoing estimates of deficit.

• There is still a potential diminishment of state aid to school districts.   We don’t know how much might be removed from the current 

published amounts during the 2020-21.

Practical matters worth additional review:

• Reexamine the amount of state aid that really should be included in the 2020-21 budget.

• Reexamine and prioritize all budgeted expenditures for possible reductions.  Keep in mind significant reductions usually involve staff and 

benefits.

• Reexamine the tax levy limit the district is eligible to collect based on the Tax Cap calculation.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Stay the Course!

1. Maintain a stable the budget by tracking expenses:

a) Examine 2019-20 budget for sustainability and other issues (Carry 

Over/Reallocations).

b) Budget process is always difficult due to the number of assumptions 

(Extrapolate cost estimates).

c) Maintain adequate cash flow to ensure maintenance of quality educational 

program.

d) Attempts for cost reductions should be examined (those away from student 

programs first) to mitigate escalation of expenses.

e) Reevaluate building use and staff needs.  Examine the possibility of attrition 

and breakage.

2. Annually reevaluate Reserve and Fund Balance amounts for sustainability and 

liabilities:

a) Use new TRS Reserve to cover potential escalations in cost

b) Use new Capital Reserve to ensure Building Integrity and Eliminate Tax 

impact of Capital Construction

3. Uncertainty with Federal Budget for Title Grants and Impact aid could be 

problematic.

4. State Aid: Foundation Aid is frozen; expense driven aid continues in current law.

Questions?


